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ON THE AVERAGE ORDER 
OF AN ARITHMETICAL FUNCTION 
T I B O R SALAT a n d S T E F A N ZNAM, Bra t i s lava 
In paper [1] the following conjecture is stated: Let the system of the 
arithmetical progressions 
. . . , at — nt, en, ai + m, . . . i = 1, 2, . . . , h 
have the property that every integer belongs to exactly one of these progres­
sions. If 
r 
nt = ! " [ # * ' ( ^ e standard form of nt), 
t=i 
then 
k ^ l+jrxtfa-i). 
t=l 
This conjecture has been proved in [5]. 
In solving this problem we have been led to the following arithmetical 
function. For 
-V = f W P»fc f(N) = %*'(pt-l). 
t=l Ul 
I t is easy to see t h a t f has the property: /(Ni . N2) = /(Ni) + f(N2) for 
arbitrary integres Ni, N2. Further, we have the trivial estimations: 
log2 N ^ f(N) £ N—l. 
The present paper is devoted to the study of the average order of this function. 
We prove the following theorem: 
1 n* N 
Theorem. K m — [/(l) + /(2) + . . . + / ( N ) ] = — - . 
w=oo jy 12 log N 
Proof. I t is easy to check the following relation: 
\N' 
P 
+ ' N~ 
[PЧ 
S(f,N)=f(l)+f(2) + ...+f(N)= }(p-l)\\—  — +•• 
233 
Obviously S(f, N) = S<»(N) + S<®{N), where 







pi + ... . 
P s&{N) = y (P -1) 
For SW(N) we háve the estimation: 
y / lV IV 
j>sy.tf t r 3)
0 
= JV > — ^ — IMJ/lV), 
Z/.l> 2 
where .i(iV) is the prime number function. 
Hence we get (by prime number theorem): 
(1) SW(N)=--o(N?/log N). 








^ N > — 
1 
Obviously Q(N) í    and since > — = 0(log log JV) (see [2], p . 28), 
we obtain 
(2) Q(N) = o(N*HogN). 
By (1) and (2) we háve 
SU,N) J N + 
P(N) 
N \log N) N 
so that in order to prove our theorem it is sufíicient to show 
(») 
(b) 
P(N) log N n? 
lim inf ^ — » 
P(N) log N n* 
lim sup 5j — • 
tf^oo ÍV2 12 
Let e be an arbitrary number of the interval (0, 1). Let 
234 
pi < P2 < • • • < Pk < • • • 
be the increasing sequence of all primes. Since pk ~ k log k (k -> oo)* (see [3] 
p. 153), there exists an integer No — No(s) > 1 so t h a t for any natural k > 
> n(No) 
(3) (1 — e)k log k < pk < (1 + e)k log k 















1 1 4- + j + 2 ( j+1)2 < Я 2 6 + є 2 
k=l 
holds. This is clearly possible. I n the following we suppose that N > 
> No(e)(j + 1 ) . P(N) can be written in the form 
(5) 
where 
P(N) = P^N) + ... + P,(N) + P*(N), 
















j + 1 ЛГ-
лt 
log 
N j + 1 
í+i j+1 Ь j + 1 
and hence (by prime number theorem) wTe get 
h(k) 
h(k) ~ g(k) d e n o t e s t h a t l im — 1. 
**°° g(Tc) 
2 3 5 
n < т • J i ? ( - V ) l o g - V , 1 . PÎ(N) logN (6) 0 g Һm щf й hm sup <S 
N^oo N2 N ^
 Г _ j\Г2 i + i 
IV N 




= ft, hence 
pк(N) = k. ^ P = Һ. 2 PГ 
N _ JV / JV \ „ /JV\ 
This together with (3) implies the inequalities: 
(7) (l-e)k ^ r log r < Pk(N) < (1 + e)k £ r log r. 
•&)<'--(!) -(S)-HD 
The function ^(£) = t log £ is a non-negative and increasing function in the 
interval (e, oo), which satisfies ip(x -f 1) = 0(ip(x)) (#-> oo). By theorem 4 
from [4] (p. 8) we have 
•69 
(8) > r l o g r = 
-(&)<'*-© -fe) 
"(f) 
Пog í dř + o \л i~~\ Ьg л I — 
(9) í lоg í dí = — 
Zt 
я ( í ï ï ) 
!IV\ 






U-t-l)1 0 8*^) 
" ' T -" WTT 
By an easy calculation we get from (7), (8) and (9): 
(10) (1 - e)h . F(N, h) < Pk(N) < (1 + e)k . F(N, k), 
where 




















Considering the prime number theorem it is easy to check that for every fixed 
v > 0 the relations 




n<i VT V^7* 
1 _/2 




я- = o (_/-> oo) hold. 
X*J \logNj 
Further, we can see in the same way that for any fixed k > 0 
(13) 0 | - I — ) log n \ — ) ) = o [ ) (N -> oo) holds. 
I U/ U/7 \**XJ 
On account of (11), (12) and (13) we obtain for the function F(N, h) the 
following relation (h is fixed) 
(14) lim 
N-»oo 
F(N, k)logN 1 / 1 
iV2 2 \ft- („ + l)2/ 
According to (4), (5), (6), (13) and (14) we have 
lim 
ІV->oo 
. P(N) log N ^T Pk(N) log N 
ml __ > hm int  
_V? _/__, N-*«> _\72 
&=1 
1____£YJ___ L_ 




ü + i)2J 
> 
12 4 
P(N) log N P(N) log N 1 
lim sup ^ lim sup 1 __. 
N-* oo N2 N2 j + i 
s _±_Ý* a — _ _ ) + _i_ _ i±-«r>--
2 ___. \ „ - (&+1) 2 / j+1 2 [___&2 
+ (j + 1 ) 2 1 + _j + lj < 






1 j + 2 
+ J Г- (j + 1)2 <(' + •) ӣ + 7 
fc-1 
Since the last inequalities are valid for arbitrary e e (0, 1), we have proved 
the inequalities (a) and (b). Hence we have 
^ 8(f,N) l o g N ^ 
hm • = — , 
N-oo N N 12 _ 
which completes the proof of our theorem. 
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